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Non-DDoS Bot Activities

Goal is to get user credentials: bank; credit card; corporate
harvest directly off of compromised machines
compromised servers can host DNS and pharma sites, or 
promote fake AV

find them using search worms
create email accounts to send spam lures

hijack email accounts you can't create (using shared 
passwords with compromised sites), use botnet to log in 
and send the spam

How does the bot know it's got an internet connection?
    Try fetching the google.com homepage!



Defender's View

Attack, or real users?  (hint: Google News)



DDoS Attack Trends



What about False Positives?



Captcha Solvers



"Seize, retain, and exploit the initiative"

Attacker
untraceable
laws irrelevant
multiple tries
millions of machines
reuse botnet to attack 
other targets

Defender
fixed name in DNS
can't violate laws
single outage is bad
limited budget
each defender must construct 
their own defenses

2008: Russia-Georgia conflict
Attacks on Georgia sites by "patriots"

2009: Attempt to silence a prominent blogger
Aug 6: attacked multiple companies
Aug 7: attack returns, more focused



Shut Down Command and Control?

Bulletproof hosting
How long did it take to shut down McColo?

Jurisdiction issues
Is the activity illegal in the source jurisdiction?
Is dealing with it a priority?
Sometimes government will "look the other way"

Russian attacks on Georgia were by "patriots"
P2P control
Leaves infected machines behind

What about user education?

Doesn't seem to be working



Notify ISPs?

Who do you tell?
What do you tell them?

Can you share a list of IPs?
Why should they believe you?

Would you believe it if someone claimed you were 
infected?

Can the ISP identify the infected user, or just the person 
who pays the bill?
What are users expected to do upon receiving notification?
Can ISPs afford the customer support costs?

Most ISPs do nothing



Notify Users?

What if...

Warning!  Your computer is infected!

Can users clean their own machines?
Antivirus catch rate: ~30%



User Perspective on being 0wned

Case study:
Users can't log in due to malware that changes their router's 
DNS to hijack www.google.com to some other IP

If this is 'not a Google problem' then 
why does Hotmail work perfectly fine?

Is Google working on this or are you guys just 
waiting for the anti-virus/malware companies?

I've heard rumors of a Google OS. 
Sure hope they fix the security 
problems before that hits the market.



Malware Vulnerabilities?

All software has bugs
This includes malware!

Identify malware vulns and forcibly clean machines
What if you make a mistake?
Who should do it?

Non-profit?
Government?  Which?
Who do you trust?

Responsible disclosure to the botnet owner?  At least then 
the bot can't be re-compromised....



Practical Offense

Botnets are a growing threat, and the attacker has a distinct 
advantage.

A: Shut down C&Cs*
B: Notify ISPs*
C: Notify Users
D: Exploit Malware Vulnerabilities*
E: All of the above

* Laws are currently inconsistent

Q: What should we do?



Questions?

damian@google.com

(we're hiring)


